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ABSTRACT
The cosmic infrared background (CIB) is a powerful probe of large-scale structure across a very large redshift
range, consisting of unresolved redshifted infrared emission from dusty galaxies. It can be used to study the
astrophysics of galaxies, the star formation history of the Universe, and the connection between dark and
luminous matter. It can furthermore be used as a tracer of the large-scale structure and thus assist in delensing
of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The major difficulty in its use lies in obtaining accurate and
unbiased large-scale CIB images that are cleaned from the contamination by Galactic dust. We used data of
neutral atomic hydrogen from the recently-released HI4PI Survey to create template maps of Galactic dust,
allowing us to remove this component from the Planck intensity maps from 353 to 857 GHz for approximately
25% of the sky. This allows us to constrain the CIB power spectrum down to ` & 70. We present these CIB
maps and the various processing and validation steps that we have performed to ensure the quality of these
maps, as well as a comparison with previous studies. All our data products are made publicly available a,
thereby enabling the community to investigate a wide range of questions, related to the Universe’s large-scale
structure.
Keywords: cosmology: large-scale structure of universe; infrared: diffuse background, ISM

1. INTRODUCTION

The cosmic infrared background (CIB) consists of the inte-
grated emission from unresolved dusty star forming galaxies
(Puget et al. 1996; Gispert et al. 2000; Lagache et al. 2005;
Dole et al. 2006). This emission stems from dust grains bound
to these galaxies and heated by the ultra-violet emission from
young stars. As a result, most of the CIB emission originates
from the peak of the star formation epoch at z = 1 − 2 and
originates in galaxies living in dark matter (DM) halos with
masses of 1011 to 1013 M� (Béthermin et al. 2012; Schmidt
et al. 2015). The CIB is an excellent tool to study the cosmic
star formation history and the connection between dark and
luminous matter.
Historically, the monopole of the CIB was first detected
through measurements with the FIRAS and DIRBE instru-
ment aboard the COBE satellite (Puget et al. 1996; Fixsen
et al. 1998). It took another decade to also detect the
anisotropies of the CIB (e.g. in IRAS data, Miville-Deschênes
et al. 2002), enabling the first measurement of the auto power
spectrum and constraints on the bias of the CIB sources (La-
gache et al. 2007). The latest milestone in understanding
the CIB was enabled by the Planck and Herschel missions
(Planck Collaboration 2018a; Pilbratt et al. 2010). The com-
bination of high resolution, high sensitivity, broad frequency
coverage, and large area allowed for the extraction of unprece-
dented maps, and for constraints on a wide range of models
(Planck Collaboration 2011 XVIII, 2014 XXX; Serra et al.
2014; Planck Collaboration 2016 XLVIII; Mak et al. 2017;
Viero et al. 2018).
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On top of being an excellent probe of star formation, the CIB
is also a good tracer of the large-scale structures out to high
redshift, and thus a good tracer of the lensing potential that af-
fects the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (Planck Col-
laboration 2014 XVIII). As a consequence, the CIB can be
used to predict the lensing potential and de-lens the CMB tem-
perature map as e.g. demonstrated on Planck (Larsen et al.
2016). Manzotti et al. (2017) used CIB data from Herschel
to de-lens the CMB B-mode map from the South Pole Tele-
scope (Carlstrom et al. 2011), thereby detecting for the first
time a statistically significant de-lensing effect on the CMB
B-mode. Forecasts conducted by Manzotti (2018) show that
for next generation CMB Stage-3 and Stage-4 experiments,
the internal reconstruction of the lensing potential will be the
dominant method to de-lens the CMB, but ancillary data will
remain very helpful and serve as a very important and inde-
pendent systematic check. Most notably, the CIB covers the
lensing potential out to much higher redshift than what can
be covered in galaxy surveys, albeit much with lower resolu-
tion. Lastly, Planck Collaboration (2018d) combined the high
signal-to-noise Planck lensing reconstruction at large scales
with CIB information from the Planck GNILC maps (Planck
Collaboration 2016 XLVIII) at small scales to construct an
optimal map of the lensing potential that combines the advan-
tages of both tracers.
Large area maps of the CIB are maps of a highly biased tracers
of dark matter at z = 1−2. It is thus a promising avenue to con-
strain the scale dependent bias imprinted by primordial non-
Gaussianity (e.g. Dalal et al. 2008; de Putter & Doré 2017,
and references therein). Tucci et al. (2016) use Fisher fore-
casts to demonstrate that even in the presence of Galactic dust
residuals, an uncertainty of σ( fNL) of approximately 3.5 can
be obtained for sky fractions between 0.2 and 0.6. This re-
sult would be competitive with CMB bispectrum based mea-
surements (Planck Collaboration 2016a) and rely on different
physical scales. Current CIB-based measurements of this ef-
fect are limited by the available area of the CIB maps with
low enough residual galactic dusts. Our work aims at directly
addressing this limitation.
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In the present work, we extend the H I column density-based
approach to be more general, less subjective to human de-
cisions, and to cover a larger fraction of the sky. At the
same time, we now also have access to newer data, both from
Planck for the FIR data, and from the HI4PI Survey (HI4PI
Collaboration et al. 2016) for the H I data. We present the un-
derlying data sets in Section 2, our methodology in Section
3, the power spectrum estimate in Section 4, the map-based
results in Section 5, and the power spectra results in Section
6. We present the validation of the results in Section 7, and
finally conclude in Section 8.

2. DATA AND PREPROCESSING
We briefly describe the individual data products used through-
out this study and the preprocessing that was performed on the
publicly available data.

2.1. HI data
The H I data are based on the recently published HI4PI Sur-
vey (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016). This survey merges
data from the Effelsberg-Bonn H I Survey (EBHIS, Winkel
et al. 2010; Kerp et al. 2011; Winkel et al. 2016a) and
the Galactic-All-Sky Survey (GASS, McClure-Griffiths et al.
2009; Kalberla et al. 2010; Kalberla & Haud 2015) to create
a full-sky database of Galactic atomic neutral hydrogen.
Compared to its predecessor, the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn Sur-
vey (LAB, Kalberla et al. 2005), it offers full spatial sampling
(instead of beam-by-beam sampling), higher angular resolu-
tion (16.1′ instead of 35′), and higher sensitivity.
Our pre-processing of the HI4PI data is described below. This
data set is publicly available on CDS4.

1. We merge the individual smaller cubes (each containing
data for one HEALPix pixel at Nside 4) into one large
HDF5 table.

2. The Magellanic System, especially the Magellanic
Stream, is a major contaminant due to its low dust
content despite high H I column densities. We follow
the procedure detailed in A.2 of Planck Collaboration
(2014 XXX) to mask this emission in the 3D cube.
We use the Milky Way model described in Kalberla &
Dedes (2008) and mask all emission with model bright-
ness temperatures less than 60 mK and Magellanic co-
ordinates 240◦ < λ < 30◦ and |β|< 10◦.

3. Instead of working with the full spectral resolution of
the HI4PI Survey, we bin the data along the spectral
axis. We choose a non-uniform binning to capture the
highly complex emission close to vLSR = 0 while us-
ing large bins at the higher velocities that contain little
emission. This binning scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We also exclude emission with |vLSR| > 90km/s be-
cause of its very low dust-to-gas ratio (Lenz et al. 2016;
Planck Collaboration 2011 XXIV)

2.2. Planck data
For the FIR data, we used the Public Release 3 (PR3) data
from the Planck satellite. We work with the high-frequency
data at 353, 545, and 857 GHz. For the highest frequencies,

4 http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
594/A116
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Figure 1. Example of a spectrum at full resolution and of the binning scheme
applied for this work. We exclude emission with |vLSR| > 90km/s because
of its very low dust-to-gas ratio.

the MW and CIB dust emission dominate over other processes
such as CMB, synchrotron, or free-free emission. For the
lower frequencies, the Planck bands have a strong CMB com-
ponent. For consistency, we remove the CMB from all fre-
quencies.
At 217 GHz, we found the strong CMB contribution to be a
limiting factor in the analysis. The resulting CIB map at this
frequency depends strongly on the exact details of the CMB
correction, and is consequently not presented here.
Our full pre-processing pipeline of the Planck data is de-
scribed below. All the data products were obtained from
the Planck Legacy Archive5. For most of the analysis, we
used the healpy6 (Zonca et al. 2019) implementation of the
HEALPix pixelization (Górski et al. 2005). We refer to the
353 to 857 GHz data as intensity maps. Some of the opera-
tions listed below require converting the maps back and forth
from KCMB to MJy/sr. This is done by using the conversion
factors given in Planck Collaboration et al. (2016 X, Table 3).

1. We start with the Planck intensity map in temperature
at frequency ν, at full resolution, and HEALPix nside
of 2048 (e.g. HFI_SkyMap_545_2048_R3.00_
full-oddring.fits, using the I_STOKES data
and II_COV for the covariance).

2. We convert the map from nested ordering to ring order-
ing.

3. We subtract from the intensity maps the CIB monopole
that was added by hand to the Planck maps at 353, 545,
and 857 GHz, following the Béthermin et al. (2012)
model. The values are given in Planck Collaboration
(2018b, Table 12).

4. Given the beam window function in the Planck Re-
duced Instrument Model (RIMO), we convolve the
maps to the window function of the SMICA CMB map.
This means converting the map to the a`m, multiply-
ing these by Bkernel

` = B SMICA
` /BIν

` , and converting back
from a`m to map.

5. With the intensity maps now at the same 5’ resolution
as the CMB map, we subtract the SMICA CMB map
from the intensity map. The maps need to be in units of
KCMB for this.

6. Lastly, we downgrade the resolution of the HEALPix
grid from an Nside of 2048 to an Nside of 1024, which

5 http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/
6 https://healpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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is sufficient to fully sample the data at this resolution.
We only conduct the generation of the foreground dust
model at Nside 1024. This model is subsequently up-
sampled to Nside 2048 for all following analyses. The
final published CIB maps are also distributed at Nside
2048.

We note that the beams are slightly asymmetric, which will
introduce a 1-2% error at ` ≈ 1500, which we consider as
negligible here. This effect has been investigated in Sect. 4.3
of Planck Collaboration (2018c).
Furthermore, the subtraction of the SMICA CMB map could
be biased due to the contamination of that CMB map with
residual CIB and Galactic dust. An illustration of the order
of magnitude of these effects is given in Planck Collaboration
(2015 IX, Fig. E.6), showing that the contamination is very
minor, in particular for the higher frequencies.
To avoid noise bias when measuring angular power spectra,
we are measuring cross-spectra between ring maps. The so-
called odd- and even-ring maps are generated using only the
first or the second half of each pointing period. These maps
were used by the Planck team to test internal consistency and
to characterize the noise by taking the difference of these half-
ring maps. The periods have a duration of typically 20 min-
utes, there are two half-ring maps at each frequency. Each
of the two half-ring maps at each frequency is processed ac-
cording to the steps outlined above. We also ran the entire
analysis on half-mission maps rather than half-ring maps, and
found no significant difference.

2.3. The Planck lensing map
In order to quantify the effectiveness of our Galactic dust
cleaning procedure, we will use the publicly available Planck
lensing convergence map (Planck Collaboration 2018d),
which is known to be strongly correlated with the CIB (Planck
Collaboration 2014 XVIII). To cross correlate this lensing
map with our CIB map, we generate a lensing map at an Nside
of 2048, based on the publicly available lensing alm and lens-
ing mask. We note that this map is already corrected for the
response function, including the beam function and the pixel
window function.
In addition, the lensing angular power spectra are often ex-
pressed in terms of the lensing potential φ and not the lensing
convergence κ. The two are related through,

κ`m =
1
2
` (`+ 1) φ`m . (1)

In this paper, we express all lensing-related quantities using
the lensing convergence κ.

2.4. Masks
To compute an accurate and reliable angular power spectrum
of CIB anisotropies, we need to mask different components
that would otherwise bias the analysis. Figure 2 shows the
final mask that is used for our analysis. There are several
components that contribute to this effective mask.
First of all, we limit our analysis to the low H I column densi-
ties. Based on our experience in Planck Collaboration (2014
XXX) and Lenz et al. (2017), we choose NH i = 2.5×1020 cm−2

as the threshold for our baseline results shown here. In addi-
tion to that, we also use the Planck 20% Galactic plane mask,
so the final mask is the intersection of the two. The complex-
ity of the interstellar medium (ISM) close to the Galactic disk

makes the CIB measurements in these regions almost impos-
sible. We further explore different cuts in H I column density
in Sect. 7.1.2, and publish maps with different sky fractions
and thus different levels of Galactic dust residuals.
Second, we employ the public Planck masks of extragalactic
point sources, which are limited to a signal-to-noise ratio of
5. For further reference and for the specific flux limits, see
(Planck Collaboration 2016b). These masks are slightly dif-
ferent for each frequency, with the highest 857 GHz channel
containing the most point sources. Additionally, we intersect
them with the effective mask of the SMICA CMB map.
Third, we find that a major source of contamination is molecu-
lar gas at high Galactic latitudes, often associated with molec-
ular intermediate-velocity clouds (MIVCs, Magnani & Smith
2010; Röhser et al. 2016). On top of that, the linear correla-
tion between H I column density and FIR dust emission only
holds in the absence of CO-dark molecular gas, which can-
not be observed directly (Planck Collaboration 2011 XIX). A
census of these objects was performed in the work of Röhser
et al. (2016), and we use a HEALPix mask of all these sources
(T. Roehser, priv. comm.). With the NH i threshold already in
place, this mask only excludes an additional 21 deg2.
Lastly, we mask residual Galactic dust emission in our final
CIB maps. In most cases, this residual emission results from
dust that is not associated with H I, but instead with CO-bright
or CO-dark molecular gas. For the column densities investi-
gated here, the influence of optical thick H I is negligible (e.g.
Lee et al. 2015). We provide further details on this procedure
in Section 3.

2.4.1. Mask apodization

To compute the power spectra of our maps more reliably,
we apodize these masks following the procedure for cosine
apodization described in the NaMaster software (Alonso
et al. 2018). We choose an apodization kernel with a FWHM
of 15′ for this procedure. The final boolean and the apodized
mask is presented in Fig. 2.

3. BUILDING NEW CIB MAPS
To disentangle the far-infrared (FIR) emission of dust from
the Milky Way and FIR emission from unresolved CIB galax-
ies, two different methods have been effectively used to-date.
We describe them in the following sections. For complete-
ness, we note that the spectral information of the FIR signal
alone cannot be utilized to separate Galactic and CIB dust, un-
like what is done for CMB component separation (e.g. Com-
mander, Eriksen et al. 2008; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016
X). This is due to the fact that both dust components are
very well described by a modified blackbody, and a compo-
nent separation based on this information alone would thus be
strongly degenerated.

3.1. Disentangling via the spatial structure
The different spatial structures of CIB and Galactic dust can
be used to disentangle the two. This has been demonstrated
with an implementation of the generalized needlet internal
linear combination (GNILC) method (Planck Collaboration
2016 XLVIII) or by subtracting the foreground dust at the
power spectrum level (Mak et al. 2017).
Using the angular power spectra differences of these two com-
ponents introduces a powerful source of information, but is
also limited when the power spectra of the fields that are re-
constructed is not known to some degree. Mak et al. (2017)
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Mask (raw)

Final apodized mask

Figure 2. Sky mask used for the CIB analysis in orthographic projection,
with the Galactic poles at the center (north pole left, south pole right). This
figure shows the mask for the 545 GHz data, but the differences with the
other frequency masks are very minor and results only from the masking of
non-CIB residuals and the point sources. Top: The boolean mask, showing
the absence of the Galactic plane, the filamentary structure where high H I

column densities (NH i > 2.5×1020 cm−2) are masked, smaller point sources,
and large regions that correspond to molecular intermediate-velocity clouds.
Bottom: The same mask after apodization.

assume a parametric form for the CIB power spectra, which
has been previously derived through H I-based component
separation (Planck Collaboration 2014 XXX, hereafter P14).
An approach based on the GNILC method (Planck Collabora-
tion 2016 XLVIII) has shown that Galactic dust and CIB emis-
sion can be disentangled for large parts of the sky (& 60%),
albeit with the caveat of over-subtracting the CIB (see Mani-
yar et al. 2019, Appendix A).

3.2. Disentangling via the H I column density
A commonly-used approach to remove the foreground FIR
intensity is to model its value based on the H I column density
(e.g. Planck Collaboration 2011 XVIII, 2014 XXX). In this
case we model the observed FIR intensity the following way:

Iν(α,δ) =
∑

i

αi
ν ·N i

H i(α,δ) +βν (2)

Here, Iν is the observed FIR intensity at frequency ν, αi
ν is the

dust emissivity per hydrogen nucleon, N i
H i is the H I column

density, and βν is the zero point. The subscript ν indicates
that this equation is solved at each FIR frequency individu-
ally and the arguments (α,δ) indicate the position on the sky.
The index i indicates that the spectroscopic H I data can be
binned into several column density maps with different veloc-
ity ranges. This approach is motivated by the fact that the dust
emissivity αi

ν is different for multiple components because of
a different composition or illumination by the interstellar radi-
ation field (ISRF). By accounting for this difference, the FIR
intensity can be modeled more accurately.

Most commonly, we distinguish between low-velocity,
intermediate-velocity, and high-velocity clouds (LVCs, IVCs,
and HVCs; see the review by Putman et al. 2012, and refer-
ences therein). Usually, the shape of the H I spectrum is used
to define these velocity ranges. An illustration of this pro-
cedure can be found in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration (2011
XXIV). In practice, the separation of the H I data cube into
multiple column density maps is done manually and can be
subjective. Due to these limits, it is difficult to apply this
method over areas of thousands of square degrees.
The most recent applications of this approach, in particu-
lar in light of the Planck data, are demonstrated in Planck
Collaboration (2011 XVIII) and Planck Collaboration (2014
XXX). Here, H I data from the GHIGLS survey (Martin et al.
2015), from GASS (Kalberla & Haud 2015), and from EBHIS
(Winkel et al. 2010) have been used to clean the FIR intensity
maps from foreground dust.
Similar to many previous studies on the subject (e.g. Planck
Collaboration 2014 XXX, for the latest application of this ap-
proach on FIR data), we use the H I data as a template for
Galactic dust. However, to extend the sky coverage we use
a slightly more automated and general approach. In the fol-
lowing, we describe the details of our component separation
technique.
We focus on two aspects. First, we describe the spatial selec-
tion of the regions where the Galactic dust and CIB emission
will be separated. The challenge here is to account for the
spatial variability of the dust-to-gas ratio, while at the same
time preserving the large-scale CIB fluctuations. Second, we
detail how we utilize the full three-dimensional H I data set,
and how the information on the radial velocity of the gas helps
to optimally construct a model of Galactic dust.

3.3. Selecting the spatial structures
The correlation between gas and dust varies across different
physical environments and thus across the sky. Thus, we di-
vide the sky into patches and perform the foreground mod-
eling on one patch at a time, allowing us to turn this into an
embarrassingly parallel problem. This procedure has already
been proven to work very effectively in Planck Collaboration
(2014 XXX,X).
One caveat to this procedure is that a local determination of
the dust-to-gas ratios, and through that the CIB intensity, re-
moves large-scale fluctuations of the CIB that extend beyond
the size of the patches. In the power spectrum domain, we
observe this as a sharp drop at low `. This effect has also been
observed in Planck Collaboration (2014 XVIII, Fig. 7, right
panel) and Schmidt et al. (2015). We show an example of this
effect in Fig. 4. There, we generate a simulated CIB map at
545 GHz and subtract the mean value in each patch. For the
patches, we use the HEALPix pixelization and demonstrate
the effect for different Nsides. In the following, we refer to
these larger HEALPix patches as superpixels.
Due to this limitation, we set up our procedure as follows. The
HEALPix pixels on which we locally perform the modeling
are chosen to have an Nside of 16 (we further discuss this
choice in Sect. 7.1.3), giving us 4096 full-resolution pixels
in one patch. After applying the model that is described in
more detail in the following section, we convolve the full-sky
maps of model parameters with a Gaussian kernel with an
FWHM of 3◦, thereby creating continuous maps of dust-to-
gas ratios for different radial velocities, and for the zero point
in the HI/FIR relation. A similar version of this procedure has
already been applied by Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX) in
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NHI Point sources

MIVCs Residuals

Figure 3. The different components that contribute to the total mask. NH i is the H I column density limit (here for NH i < 3.0× 1020 cm−2 for illustrative
purposes), the point sources are taken from the public Planck point source mask (given for each frequency), the mask for the MIVCs is taken from Röhser et al.
(2016), and the residuals results from out iterative outlier masking scheme. All these masks are furthermore constrained by the Planck 20% Galactic plane mask.
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Figure 4. Effective high-pass filtering of the CIB auto power spectrum by
working on individual patches. The different reconstructions use different
HEALPix Nsides to split the sky into patches. For each patch, the mean is
subtracted. This does not alter the CIB map visually or on small scales in the
power spectrum, but removes most of the large-scale power.

their analysis of the large GASS field.
To generate the dust model, these continuous parameter maps
are then combined with the H I data (Eq. 3), which is not
subject to this spatial filtering. We further discuss the impli-
cations of this in Sect. 7.1.3.

3.4. Using the full spectral H I information

A common practice is to manually set the velocity ranges of
the different H I column density maps for a single field. There
are three caveats to this procedure. First, the separation is
manual and subject to human opinion and error. Second, the
typical number of column density maps for one field ranges
from one to three, thus offering no possibility to account for
higher-resolution substructures. Third, the separation may not
be well-defined for a given field, allowing different interpre-
tations of where the low/intermediate/high-velocity gas inter-
sections are.
To overcome this manual step and to allow the model to be
more universal, we implement a generalized linear model
(GLM), similar to the analysis done in Lenz et al. (2016). This
means that we assume different emissivities for different ra-
dial velocity bins by allowing each spectral channel to have an
individual dust emissivity. Building up on Eq. (2), the GLM
for the FIR intensity Iν(α,δ) at sky coordinates (α,δ) can be
written as a weighted sum over all spectral channels:

Iν(α,δ) =
∑

ch

εch
ν ·T ch

B (α,δ) +βν . (3)

Here, T ch
B (α,δ) denotes the H I brightness temperature in each

spectral channel and εch
ν is the emissivity for each individual

channel. Similar to Eq. (2), βν is a constant offset.
The HI4PI data have a total of 933 spectral channels with
a channel width of 1.3km/s each, which gives us far more
spectral resolution than required. By spectrally binning the
H I as described in Section 2.1, we still have a sufficient num-
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ber of spectral H I components while at the same time reduc-
ing the degeneracy of the model, reducing the computational
cost, and increasing the sensitivity of the data.
Many of the H I spectral channels contain no significant emis-
sion and are masked when solving Eq. (3). We use the 3σRMS
of the H I data as a clip level. This avoids that CIB fluctuations
are falsely fit by using a large number of degrees of freedom,
thereby creating an artificial, false image of the background
component.
To further constrain our model and avoid chance correlation
of HI and the CIB, we use lasso regularization for the indi-
vidual GLM coefficients αch

ν (Tibshirani 1996). Thereby, we
break the degeneracy between neighboring, correlated chan-
nels and avoid over-fitting. In practice, this means that we do
not simply minimize the residual sum of squares of the data,
but penalize the term by adding the total sum of the coeffi-
cients:

RSS +γ · ||εch
ν ||1

||Iν −

∑
ch

T ch
B εch

ν −βν ||2 +γ · ||εch
ν ||1 (4)

Here, || · ||1 denotes the L1-norm and γ is the strength of the
regularization. The second term ensures that the fit yields a
sparse set of coefficients.
To scale the regularization strength γ, we use cross validation
(e.g. Picard & Cook 1984). This technique is commonly used
to optimize hyperparameters such as γ, which are not directly
evaluated on the data, but need to be determined before the ac-
tual fitting procedure. For this purpose, the image is split into
n parts (so-called folds). For the n-fold cross validation, the
data is fitted on n−1 folds (training sample) and the quality of
the fit is evaluated on the n th fold (test sample). Each of these
folds is randomly selected, and they do not represent spatially
coherent features. This procedure is repeated n times, so each
fold serves as test sample exactly once. Therefore, the GLM
is not evaluated just once for an image, but instead hundreds
of times to find an appropriate solution. For our purpose, we
work with values of n = 3..5 and find that the exact choice of
n does not affect the results significantly.
An illustration of the GLM approach is given in Fig. 5 for
a random superpixel. We show the normalized GLM coeffi-
cients, the mean spectrum for that superpixel, and the max-
imum spectrum. The latter helps to identify spatially small
features in an otherwise low-signal region. We further demon-
strate the result of this technique in Fig. 6, where we show the
FIR data, model, and derived CIB map.
To remove the residual emission resulting from CO-dark
molecular gas, we repeat iteratively the procedure detailed
above and evaluate the Gaussian distribution of the resulting
CIB maps. Outliers of more than 3σ are masked and the mod-
eling step is repeated until convergence is reached (see also
Fig. 12 of Planck Collaboration (2011 XXIV) for further ref-
erence).
We note that the discrete nature of the FIR emissivities that
is assumed in this approach is primarily a schematic descrip-
tion and does not necessarily yield an accurate value of the
physical dust emissivity for each binned spectral channel of
the H I data. This is however acceptable as our main goal here
is to create a robust foreground model, free of residuals from
Galactic dust.

4. C` ESTIMATION

40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40
vLSR [km/s]

Mean spectrum
Maximum spectrum
GLM coefficients

Figure 5. GLM coefficients εch
ν (purple), mean H I spectrum (green), and

maximum H I spectrum (orange) for a random superpixel. The GLM coef-
ficients are normalized to the maximum spectrum and multiplied by -1 for
illustration purposes. For the resulting map, see Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the component separation, matching Fig. 5. Top
left: Input Planck intensity at 545 GHz. Top right: Total H I column density.
Bottom left: Foreground dust model, based on the H I data and the GLM.
Bottom right: Resulting CIB image.

To estimate the angular power spectra, based on the CIB and
CMB lensing fields, we use PyMaster, the Python imple-
mentation of NaMaster7 (Alonso et al. 2018). When esti-
mating the C` at large scales, incomplete sky coverage leads
to mode-mode coupling, often approximately described in the
matrix M``′ (Hivon et al. 2002). This effect is particularly
strong at larger scales, and we found significant differences
between the C` estimate using healpy.anafast (no cor-
rection for the mask) and using NaMaster (partially correct
for the mask), as expected.
We constrain the power spectra in the range ` < 2000 for two
reasons. First, the resolution of the CIB maps is 5’, and any
information above ` = 2000 would be sensitive to inaccura-
cies in the beam correction. Second, the underlying H I data

7 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/NaMaster

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/NaMaster
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which are used to build the dust model have a resolution of
16.2’. Hence, dust residuals on very small scales cannot be
removed by the low-resolution H I data and contaminate the
power spectrum.
To avoid ringing at the smaller scales in the power spectrum,
we apodize the mask as described in Sect. 2.4. To measure
the CIB angular power spectra at a given frequency, we mea-
sure the cross-power spectra between two CIB maps built on
the two ring halves, eliminating the correlated noise term that
would impact the smaller scales. The power spectra are fur-
thermore binned with a bin factor of 64 ` modes per bin.
Lastly, we use the covariance of the power spectra as a mea-
sure for the uncertainty in our power spectra analysis. We
present a more detailed discussion of this in Sect. 7.1.1. We
validated the power spectrum estimation stage extensively us-
ing simulations.

5. MAP RESULTS
In this Section, we present the results exemplary for the
545 GHz channel. The corresponding results for the other fre-
quencies can be found in Appendix A.
We present the input FIR emission and the modeled fore-
ground dust in Fig. 7, which nicely shows how the H I-based
dust model captures the large-scale cirrus features, while not
picking up the CIB fluctuations, as that can be seen in the in-
tensity map. Moreover, no imprint of the underlying patches
in which the dust model is computed is visible.
Fig. 8 presents the large-scale, full resolution 545 GHz map.
This is based on the full mission data and has a resolution of
5′. This map covers a total of 18.3% of the sky.
A smaller sky region that shows the total FIR intensity and the
CIB signal after foreground subtraction is presented in Fig. 9.
As described in Sect. 3, we convolved the parameters maps
with a 3◦ Gaussian kernel to avoid any edge effects in the
dust model. An example of such a smoothed parameter map
is given in Fig. 10, where we show the spatially varying offset
βν (see Eq. (3)). We note that spatially varying offset is a
critical parameter, without which the foreground model fails
to provide us with an accurate CIB map (see also Sect. 7.1.5).

6. POWER SPECTRA RESULTS
In the following, we describe the results we have obtained
from the angular power spectra of the CIB Cν1ν2

` , and from
the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation CTκ

` . The formalism
to obtain these power spectra has been described in Sect. 4

6.1. CIB auto power spectra
The resulting CIB angular auto and cross power spectra Cν1ν2

`
for the different frequencies are shown in Fig. 11. We include
a comparison to the Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX) data
points and model, as well as the CIB extracted from the model
presented in Mak et al. (2017). We did not correct the results
that are based on previous Planck releases for the slightly dif-
ferent calibration, because these are not explicitly studied and
are only of the order of ∼ 1 − 2%.
We find an excellent agreement with these previous studies in
general, but several differences are worth discussing. First,
we observe that Mak et al. (2017) find more power on large
scales than both Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX) and the
results presented here. This excess signal hints at residual
contamination by Galactic dust, and could be the result of the
power spectrum-based dust modeling in Mak et al. (2017), as
opposed by the map-based dust removal here and in Planck
Collaboration (2014 XXX).

Second, we find that towards smaller scales and towards
higher frequencies, we find a slightly higher CIB level than
what is found in Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX). Despite
the steep power law that describes the angular power spectrum
of Galactic dust Miville-Deschênes et al. (2002, ∝ `−2.7), we
show in Sect. 7.1.2 that this excess results from dust contam-
ination.
For all CIB cross power spectra, we also estimate the cross
correlation coefficient spectra ρν1 ν2

` , which is given by

ρν1 ν2
` =

Cν1 ν2
`√

Cν1 ν1
` Cν2 ν2

`

(5)

The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 12. We furthermore com-
pute the correlation coefficients averaged for the multipole
range 150 < ` < 1000 (Table 1). The values are in line with
the ones presented in Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX, their
Table 11) and with Mak et al. (2017, their Table 5), which is
expected given the agreement of the individual power spectra.

Table 1
CIB cross correlation coefficients, averaged over the multipole range

150 < ` < 1000

353 GHz 545 GHz 857 GHz
353 GHz 1 0.98±0.01 0.91±0.01
545 GHz 1 0.96±0.01
857 GHz 1

6.2. CIB-CMB lensing cross power spectra
The cross correlation of the CIB with the CMB lensing signal
is a powerful tool to test the accuracy of the CIB maps, as any
missing CIB flux will directly result in a weaker cross cor-
relation. Furthermore, these two quantities are derived com-
pletely independently and their comparison serves as a good
systematic and quality check. We present the result of this
analysis in Fig. 13.
We find that our results on the CIB-CMB lensing cross corre-
lation is in good agreement with the results obtained in Planck
Collaboration (2014 XVIII), and that the error bars are com-
parable as well for the higher frequencies. Consequently, our
results are also in good agreement with the model presented
in Maniyar et al. (2018), which is fit the the Planck Collabora-
tion (2014 XVIII) data. Furthermore, the dust cleaning allows
us to access the large scales at which the cirrus contamination
makes any insights difficult. Interestingly, we find that the
peak of the power spectrum is at smaller scales than found
previously (Planck Collaboration 2014 XVIII; Maniyar et al.
2018), and that is falls of more quickly towards larger scales.
This result is robust and does not depend on the value of the
different hyper parameters that we set for the analysis, which
we demonstrate in Sect. 7.
A more detailed analysis of the advantages of this dust re-
moval is shown in Sect. 7.1.6. For the Planck Collaboration
(2016a) CIB results based on the GNILC component separa-
tion, we find a weaker cross correlation with the CMB lens-
ing signal, presumably due to an over-subtraction of the CIB.
This is in agreement with the findings in Maniyar et al. (2019,
Appendix A).

7. VALIDATION
The key challenge in the separation of CIB emission and
Galactic dust emission is the validation: How can we con-
vince ourselves that we removed all the Galactic dust, but
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Total intensity

0.0884257 0.371049
MJy/sr

Dust model

0.0884257 0.371049
MJy/sr

Figure 7. Left: Total FIR intensity at 545 GHz for the Galactic north (left) and south pole (right). At this frequency, the sky is dominated by Galactic dust
and CIB emission. Right: H I-based dust model for the Galactic north (left) and south pole (right). It can be seen that the small-scale CIB fluctuations are only
present in the total FIR intensity map, and not in the dust model. Moreover, no sign of the underlying patches in which the foreground model was computed can
be seen.

CIB

-0.130817 0.130817MJy/sr

Figure 8. CIB anisotropies at 545 GHz for the Galactic poles (north left, south right). This footprint covers 18.3% of the sky.

none of the CIB signal? How do we quantify and dust residu-
als?

7.1. Internal validation
7.1.1. Estimating uncertainties for the power spectra

The computation of the error bars for the power spectra band
powers is not straightforward, as our comparison of different
measures shows (Fig. 14). Here, we compare different esti-
mators for the uncertainty: First, the analytical approximate

estimate of the error on the CIB-CMB lensing cross power
spectrum assuming a Gaussian signal and neglecting mode-
coupling is given by

(
∆CTκ

`

)2
=

CTκ
` +

(
CT T
` + NT T

`

)
·
(
Cκκ` + Nκκ

`

)
(2`+ 1) fsky∆`

. (6)

The C` and the N` describe the theoretical signal and noise
power spectrum of the CIB temperature T and the lensing
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Total intensity

0.382 0.74
MJy/sr

CIB

-0.139 0.139
MJy/sr

Figure 9. Comparison of total FIR intensity (left) and the resulting CIB fluc-
tuations (right) for a 40◦× 25◦ field. Almost all of the Galactic dust emis-
sion is removed, while no imprint of the underlying patches in which this
subtraction is performed can be seen.

Offsets

-0.160237 0.22464
MJy/sr

Figure 10. Smoothed offsets in the H I-FIR relation, corresponding to βν in
Eq. (3). These large-scale variations of the offset are important to capture,
otherwise the foreground modeling will fail (see Sect. 7.1.5).

convergence κ. fsky is the effective sky fraction of the maps,
and ∆` is the number of `-modes per bin. Note that since we
use the theoretical CIB and lensing signal, we do not capture
this way the uncertainties coming from foreground residuals.
We also compute the error bars based on the diagonal of the
covariance matrix of the power spectrum estimate, which we
demonstrate to be a reliable measure and hence use through-
out this work. Both the analytical and the covariance esti-
mates agree well with the results we obtain from running one
hundred Gaussian sky simulations. For these, we simulate
the CIB and the lensing signal and noise fields, and then re-
cover the power spectra via PyMaster in the presence of the
mask. The input power spectra for the CIB, the CMB lens-
ing, and their correlation are taken from Planck Collaboration
(2014 XXX), Planck Collaboration (2014 XVIII), and Mani-
yar et al. (2018), respectively.
On the other hand, simply measuring the error bars by bin-
ning the results from an estimator that does not correct for the
mode-mode coupling significantly underestimates the error.

7.1.2. NH i thresholds

We investigated how different Galactic plane masks and NH i

thresholds affect our results. The goal is to find the optimal
trade-off between a large sky fraction and a small contamina-
tion by CO-dark molecular gas and Galactic dust (cirrus).
To this end, we test different threshold values and inspect the
CIB auto power spectrum (Fig. 15). We find that convergence
is only reached for very low H I column densities, which does

greatly reduce the available sky fraction. For all results pre-
sented here, we decided to limit the analysis to regions with
NH I < 2.5×1020cm−2, which is a good compromise of resid-
ual dust at small scales and a large sky fraction of 18.3%.
This is further confirmed in Sect. 7.1.6, where we study the
uncertainty of the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation in more
detail.

7.1.3. Size of the patches

We also investigated the different choices of the Nside of the
superpixels, in which we locally perform the component sepa-
ration. If these superpixels are chosen to be too large, then the
complexity of the H I/FIR relation will not be properly cap-
tured. If they are too small, the number of independent sight
lines will be too small, and the model will eventually remove
CIB structures due to chance correlations with the H I (see
also Sect. 3.1).
This analysis is done for HEALPix Nsides ranging from 8 to
32, and for both the CIB auto power spectrum and the CIB-
CMB lensing cross correlation (Fig. 16). The former is diffi-
cult to interpret, because there are two effects at play. First, a
smaller patch enables us to capture the Galactic dust better, re-
ducing the contamination of the CIB at large scales. Second,
the high-pass filtering of the CIB angular power spectrum due
to working on individual patches could also potentially re-
move power on these scales (see Sect. 3.1).
To overcome this degeneracy, the CIB-CMB lensing cross
power spectrum can be conveniently used because residual
Galactic dust will have a very different effect. Instead of bi-
asing the power spectrum, the dust will only lead to a higher
noise, because it is uncorrelated with the CMB lensing signal.
Based on the analysis of the cross power spectrum of CIB and
CMB lensing, we find that the additional noise from residual
Galactic dust is very small, even for very large patches (Nside
8) for which the CIB auto power spectrum is strongly con-
taminated. We furthermore find that the high-pass filtering
of the power spectrum due to working on individual patches
is a minor effect and only affects the results below ` . 70.
Based on the present analysis, we choose an Nside of 16 for
the component separation.

7.1.4. Histograms and Gaussianity

We also inspected the histograms of the recovered CIB at dif-
ferent frequencies to see whether our reconstruction is Gaus-
sian distributed. In particular, we look for signs of residual
CO-dark molecular gas, which would be seen as heavy tail
towards positive residual values.
We present the histogram in Fig. 17. To quantify the distri-
butions, we fit a Gaussian to the histograms, both for the full
data set and only for the rising flank that is uncontaminated
by the dark gas.
As expected, we find the imprint of the dark gas, visible as an
excess towards positive residuals. This scales with frequency,
where the higher frequencies are more prone to contain Galac-
tic dust instead of CIB signal. Especially for the 857 GHz
band, we observe that we are probing the emission close to
the peak of the modified blackbody spectrum of Galactic dust.
These histograms are also the basis for the residual masking
scheme, which iteratively removes the foreground, evaluates
the histogram of the resulting CIB, and masks outliers that
exceed a threshold of 3σ.

7.1.5. Offset in the FIR/H I relation
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Figure 11. CIB auto and cross power spectra for the different frequencies (left to right: 353, 545, and 857 GHz). For the auto power, we use the cross correlation
of different ring halves for which the dust model was subtracted separately. The reference data and model (red errorbars and red line) are taken from Planck
Collaboration (2014 XXX), and the second reference model (yellow line) is taken from the power spectrum-based component separation presented in Mak et al.
(2017). To see how the level of dust contamination varies with the selected sky fraction, see Fig. 15.
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Figure 12. CIB cross correlation coefficients ρν1 ν2
` . We find that the cor-

relation is scale independent and, as expected, strongest for neighboring fre-
quency channels.

Lastly, we also omitted the offsets in the FIR/H I relation, not
allowing a spatially varying zero point. We find that this leads
to widespread failure of the component separation, which is
visible both in the map and in the auto power spectrum. This
is consistent with the spatially varying offset that we pre-
sented in Fig. 10, and which shows a large-scale variation of
this zero point. One advantage of this zero point is that it can
capture dust emission unrelated to the H I, such as the one
from the warm ionized medium (WIM) (Lagache et al. 1999).
With Galactic dust dominating the CIB signal on large scales,
this additional zero point is also well-suited to address spa-
tial variations in the FIR/H I relation without biasing the CIB
signal.

7.1.6. Uncertainty of the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation

An important questions to ask is how much of an impact the
selected sky fraction has on the precision of the power spec-
trum. For the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation, two effects
are at play: A larger sky fraction implies a larger sample and
hence smaller errors, but this additional area is also subject to
dust residuals, which increase the errors. We present a com-
parison of the error bars for the CIB-CMB lensing correlation
CTκ
` in Fig. 18. These error bars are computed by simply bin-

ning the full resolution power spectra and then evaluating the
standard deviation in each bin. While we do not use this for
any of the final error bars in our analysis, it is useful here as
it allows us to compare the relative level of the errors without
having to assume the underlying theory power spectra, which
is particularly difficult for the residual dust contamination.
We find that for a wide range of sky fractions (10% to 34%),
the two effects described above cancel out almost perfectly,
and the derived uncertainties are mostly independent of the
sky fraction. While this holds for the CIB-CMB lensing cross-
correlation, the effect is very different for the CIB auto power
spectra. Here, the residual dust acts as a bias and not as an
uncorrelated quantity that increases the noise (see Fig. 15.
To quantify the effect of the foreground dust removal on the
CIB-CMB lensing cross-correlation, we compare the error
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Figure 13. Cross power spectrum of the CIB and the lensing convergence κ for the different Planck frequencies. Shown here are the results for an NH i threshold
of 2.5×1020 cm−2. We find excellent agreement with the work presented in Planck Collaboration (2014 XVIII) and Maniyar et al. (2018). As expected, the CIB
maps from Planck Collaboration (2016a) show a weaker cross correlation with the CMB lensing signal. On top of that, we extend the constraints on these cross
power spectra to larger scales than previously probed.
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Figure 14. Comparison of different estimators for the error on the CIB-CMB
lensing convergence cross power spectrum. We find that the analytical error
bars agree very well with the covariance estimate from PyMaster, as well as
with the values we get from running the C` estimation many times on simula-
tions. Simply binning the full resolution power spectra obtained from an esti-
mator that does not correct for the mode-mode coupling significantly under-
estimates these errors. For the latter point, we have used healpy.anafast
and binned the power spectrum both in C` and in `C`.

bars for this cross-correlation for different CIB maps. First,
we use the CIB map derived here. Second, we use the raw,
uncorrected FIR intensity within the footprint presented here.
Lastly, we use the FIR intensity for the entire sky area for
which lensing data is available (66.9%). The results (Fig. 19)

shows that for the large scales (` . 800), the foreground re-
moval is crucial to optimize the accuracy of the cross correla-
tion. Even at smaller scales, this cleaning allows our results to
be equivalent or better than the raw intensity for a sky fraction
that is 3.7 times larger (18.3% vs. 66.9%).

7.2. External validation
7.2.1. CIB maps from Planck XXX

Aside from the comparison of the power spectra derived here
with previous analyses, we also analyzed the differences at
the map level. Here, we use the 545 GHz channel and com-
pare our results to the those obtained in Planck Collaboration
(2014 XXX, P14). We inspected the smaller individual fields
which are based on GBT data, as well as the larger so-called
GASS field.
To perform this comparison, we convolved the higher-
resolution data from P14 to the 5′ resolution of the CIB maps
presented here.

Small fields —The results of this comparison is shown in
Fig. 20. We find that the two CIB estimates show great agree-
ment at the map level, with the differences being dominated
by large scales. Several factors contribute to these differences.
First, our work and the one conducted in P14 differ funda-
mentally in the way the dust cleaning is done spatially. For the
2014 results, each field was analyzed separately, and the dust-
to-gas ratios were determined for the entire field. Our work
uses smaller patches, based on the HEALPix grid, and per-
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Figure 15. CIB auto power spectra for the different NH i thresholds, highlighting the additional contamination by Galactic dust on the larger scales. The different
panels correspond to the different Planck frequencies, showing the 353, 545, and 857 bands (top left, top right, bottom left). As expected, the residual dust
contamination is strongest towards higher frequencies. Here, the exact choice of the NH i threshold has the biggest impact. For reference, the dashed line shows
the best-fit model from Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX).
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Figure 16. CIB auto power spectra and cross power spectra with the lensing potential for different sizes of the HEALPix superpixels (all at 545 GHz). We find
that working with large patches (Nside 8) leads to strong dust contamination because the spatial variations of dust-to-gas ratios cannot be captured. We also find
that the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation is unaffected by the choice of the patch size, and that the C` are unbiased for ` & 70.
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Figure 17. Histogram of CIB values for the different frequencies, including a fit to a Gaussian pdf. We perform two different Gaussian fits the histograms. The
blue line fits the entire range of the PDF, whereas the green line is only fit to the rising flank of the PDF (solid part) and then extrapolated to positive values
(dashed part). This highlights how CO-dark molecular gas contaminates the maps, and how its effect is stronger at the higher frequencies.
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intensity-based power spectra, despite the much larger sky fraction (18.3%
vs. 66.9%).

forms the dust cleaning in each of these separately. Nonethe-
less, we point out that no sign of this underlying structure can
be seen in the CIB difference maps.
Second, the underlying H I data, as well as the selection of the
H I data in velocity space, differ between the present one and
the one in P14. For the small fields that are the basis for the
comparison shown here, P14 used data from the GBT that was
later published as the GHIGLS data set (Martin et al. 2015).
In their analysis, the H I data is individually binned into H I
column density maps that represent the physical phases of
the low- and intermediate-velocity clouds (LVC/IVC) (Put-
man et al. 2012). In our analysis presented here, we use the
slightly lower-resolution HI4PI data, and use the GLM to se-
lect features in velocity space, without relying on a manual
selection (Sect. 3.4).
Lastly, additional higher-order effects include different cali-
brations for the Planck data (PR1 vs. PR3), and slightly dif-
ferent resolutions due to different reprojection strategies.

The GASS field —We conduct the same comparison for the
larger GASS field from P14 (Fig. 21). Here, we bring both
CIB maps to the GASS resolution of 16.2′. While our analysis
of this field does not differ from the one in the previous Sec-
tion, the P14 approach differs from that applied to the smaller
fields.

For the smaller fields, it was assumed that the dust-to-gas
ratio is constant within the field, and only varies for the
HVC/IVC/LVC phases. Moreover, the resolution of the GBT
H I data is 9’, which is close to the Planck resolution at these
frequencies (4-5’). The larger GASS field in contrast is too
large to assume a constant dust-to-gas ratio, hence a map of
dust emissivities and offsets is constructed for patches with a
diameter of 15◦, centered on the HEALPix pixels with Nside
32. These parameter maps are then smoothed, very similar
to the analysis presented here. The main difference to the
present study is that P14 only used the total local H I column
density map for the GASS field, while we use the velocity-
resolved data and apply the GLM. This additional degree of
freedom now allows us to account for different emissivities
along the line of sight, thereby reducing the residual dust con-
tamination.

7.2.2. CIB maps from GNILC

A different approach to extract CIB maps from Planck data
has been presented in Planck Collaboration (2016 XLVIII).
Instead of using H I-based dust templates, the authors imple-
ment the so-called generalized needlet internal linear com-
bination (GNILC) component separation technique. This is
based on the fundamentally different angular power spectra
of Galactic dust and the CIB. These maps cover over 60% of
sky and are available for the 353, 545, and 857 GHz bands. It
should be noted that the primary goal of the GNILC maps is
to clean Galactic dust from CIB emission to better determine
the properties of Galactic dust such as temperature T and dust
spectral index β.
The most straightforward comparison can be obtained
through cross correlating the CIB against the CMB lens-
ing convergence, which we present in Fig. 13. There is no
straightforward way to bias this cross correlation towards a
higher correlation, but it can easily be lowered by not captur-
ing the full CIB emission. This is the case for the GNILC
maps, which were designed to clean the Galactic dust from
CIB contamination. The cross correlation with the CMB lens-
ing is systematically lower than what is found in Planck Col-
laboration (2014 XXX), as already shown in Maniyar et al.
(2019), and also in this work.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new large-scale 5′ CIB maps, based on
the Planck data and an H I-based foreground removal strategy.
These maps are made publicly available for the 353, 545, and
857 GHz data, and for a range of sky fractions.
The foreground removal strategy has been advanced to be
more robust, automatic, and to include more information on
the three-dimensional H I data. We have validated our results
through comparisons with previous studies and find strong
agreements both for the images and for the angular power
spectra. Additional internal validation shows that the Galactic
dust residuals are present down to the smallest scales, depend-
ing on the frequency and on the H I threshold that is applied
to the maps.
Consequently, different maps should be used for different pur-
poses: Studies that are based on the CIB auto power rely on
the smallest dust contamination possible, and should there-
fore use the more aggressive masks. More specifically, we
recommend using a threshold of 2.5× 1020 cm−2 (353 GHz),
2.0× 1020 cm−2 (545 GHz), and 1.8× 1020 cm−2 (857 GHz).
For cross correlation analyses, these dust residuals are only a
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Figure 20. Comparison of the CIB fields derived in the present work with those from P14. We show the N1 field (left) and the AG field (right) as examples, the
other figures can be found in Appendix B. For each field, we show the CIB images from this work (top left) and from P14 (top right), their differences (bottom
left), and the H I column density.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the 545 GHz CIB images of the southern Galactic cap. Left: P14 data Center: The present work. Right: Difference between the
two, P14 - this work.

source of noise and do not introduce a bias, hence a larger sky
fraction might be preferable to increase the sample size.
For the CIB-CMB lensing cross correlation, we find that the
peak is at smaller scales than presented in previous studies,
and that the power spectrum falls of slightly faster towards
larger scales. This is independent of the various parameters
such as sky fraction and patch size for the dust modeling.
Despite the excellent agreement with previous studies, we
note that the calibration differences between the three Planck
releases complicate the comparison, and a complete cross cal-
ibration analysis between the different releases would be re-
quired. Part of the discrepancy could come from different
absolute brightness in the different releases (up to 3.4% at
857 GHz, Planck Collaboration 2015 VIII).
We anticipate that these maps will be particularly useful for
cross-correlation studies with other tracers of the large-scale
structure, such as the CMB lensing signal and galaxy surveys.

We make all our CIB data products available online 8. This
includes the following:

1. The CIB maps at 353, 545, and 857 GHz. We provide
these for the Planck full mission data, as well as for the
odd/even ring data splits.

2. Each map comes with a mask, where we proved both
the boolean and the apodized mask

3. The effective window functions and the FWHM of the
maps, which are required to deconvolve the angular
power spectra.

4. Binned power spectra for the different CIB cross corre-
lation spectra Cν1ν2

` , and for the CIB-CMB lensing cross
correlation CTκ

`

8 http://bit.ly/PlanckCIB

http://bit.ly/PlanckCIB
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5. Python notebooks and scripts that illustrate how to
work with the data are available online9.

8.1. Outlook
A central difficulty in developing component separation for
the Galactic dust and the CIB is the validation of the results.
Simulations would be a very powerful tool to have in this con-
text, but would require an in-depth understanding of the inter-
play of the gaseous and dusty ISM with for the full sky and
resolutions down to 1′.
The next step in advancing this work is to include multi-scale
and multi-frequency information. The former has already
been demonstrated in Planck Collaboration (2016 XLVIII),
and a combination with the work presented here would be
very promising. While the frequency information would not
contribute much to disentangle the two components, a combi-
nation of the H I-based dust model with existing CMB com-
ponent separation algorithms could be a major advancement.
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-0.0813805 0.0813805MJy/sr

Figure 22. CIB anisotropies at 353 GHz for the Galactic poles (north left, south right).

CIB

-0.248216 0.248216MJy/sr

Figure 23. CIB anisotropies at 857 GHz for the Galactic poles (north left, south right).

APPENDIX

CIB MAPS

We present the CIB maps at 353 and 857 GHz (Figs. 22 & 23). The 545 GHz is shown in Fig. 8. These images are generated for
an NH i threshold of 2.5×1020 cm−2; further maps can be obtained through the released data.
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(b) AG field

Figure 24. Comparison of the CIB fields derived in the present work with the ones from Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX). We show the SP field (left) and the
Bootes field (right)
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Figure 25. Comparison of the EBHIS CIB fields derived in the present work with the one from Planck Collaboration (2014 XXX).

COMPARISON WITH P14 RESULTS

We present additional map-based comparisons of the 545 GHz CIB maps derived here with the ones presented in Planck Collab-
oration (2014 XXX). Fig. 24 shows the N1 and the AG field, Fig. 25 the EBHIS field.
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